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Preface
The cost of computer, hardware has been reduced SiibStantially, by theintroduction of

new technology. The digital watch; theliand-held` calculator, and the S1,000 do-it-yourself
colnutter kits are only a few examples of the products of microprocessing; a revolutionary
new ,advancement in computing with integrated circuits. Today a broad selection of com-
puters and systems is available to educators, with options ranging from the vast and t.:'?phisti-
cated, time - sharing syStems that serve thousands of students simultaneously to the i-Kpen-

. sive (S1,000) general purpose, single-terminal microcomputer that serves one stud,-, at a
thne.

Cost reductions resulting from advancements made in the microprocessing
have put Computer Assisted_ Instilictibri (CM) hardware within the reach of the publi(.:
school budget. In addition,_ advancements in courseware development have made it possible
for children to make signifiEant gains in ba§iC by biding CAI. These and other_develop-
ments are responsible for the increase in the munber of purchases of CAI by California
schools over the past two years.

Many educators are not aware ollthis increasingly popular learning resource and its poten-
tial as a future instructional tool. Therefore, this publication is intended to provide gqieral
informatiQn on the state of the art of computer technology: School districts that are
"WiritlOw shopping" for CAI systems may need assistance of a more technical nature: They
should obtain the'. advice of consultants who are experienced with instructional uses of
computers,_ communicate' with school districts_ that have CM experience, or contact the
Educational Technology Unit, California State Departnient of Education, 721 Capitol Mall,
Sacramento; CA 95814 (916) 445=5065.
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Definition of Computer
AssistcdInstruction

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) is a process
in which the learner interacts directly with lessons
which aredisplayed on a cathode-ray tube or
Which are printed by a terminal that provides hard
copy; The lessons are presented in the drill and
practiCe; problem solving; simulation, and tutorial
formats.

Drill and Practice FOrniat

The drill and practice formathelps students to
master the subject after the concepts have been'
taught by the teacher. Student errors are corrected
immediately in a nonthreatening and nonhostile
atmosphere; and correct responses are positively
reinforced. Drill and practice programs in elemen-
,tary reading and mathematics have generated, posi-
tive evaluation results throughout the country:
Experimental groups in mathematics have deinon-
strated impressive gains, with the most impressive
results among boys, particularly fourth graders and
low ability students (Taylor, 1974). In research
projects involving language teaching; students in
CM ekPerimertal groups performed better in reatl-
ing and writing than the conventional laaguage
laboratory students (Taylor; 1974). The computer
assisted instruction drill and practice format appears
to Provide powerful instructional assistance in the
educatiorpof ethnic minorities, ostensibly attribut-
able .to its effect on "locus of control" (Crandall;

Problem Sblv.ing Format

The use of CAI for problem solving .helps
students to obtain i deeper understanding of
problem solution strategies (Naval Personal
Research, and: Development Center, 1975). Prob-
lenA are presented by the computer to the -stu-
dents; and the students program their ,own sold-

.

tions. Tedious and repetitious calculations, as well
as resource information, are provided by the
computer. By using computerized problem solvingi
the students become involved- with mastery of
concepts, patterns, strUcture, and relationships,
which lead .to an underStanding of the 'prciblem
getalt Mathematics has been the principal subject
area for the use of the problem solving mode; but
it has also been, effective in many other subject
areas. In mathematics, for example., iterative tech-.
niques are more commonplace and more under-
standable to students (such as the estimate-divide-.,
average method of determining the; square root of
a number) because olthe computer and its ability
to perform repeated calculations at blinding
speeds. The computer has also made logarithms
and trigonometry tables available at the touch of at-,
finger and has cast a completely new light on their
use in secondary mathematics.

... Simulation Format
In the simulation mbde the student is given the

necessary data about a partictilar problem or
system and is then asked to carry out an assignest.,.--
task by using a, number otralternatives availab (TO ..--

him or her. The student learns from the' ulti ate
results, mpu er,wkch- are tprese,nted on the co
terminal, the consequences of the alternatives that
were chosen. Simulation allows the student to
experiment; and, in 'the process of experimentirig,
he or she becomes familiar with the forces which
are at work. In science and social studies, simu-
lations are used to perform vicarious experiments
that are either too impractical, too costly, or too
dangerous for the school laboratory..Research has
shown that computer simulations help students
learn concepts faster and with higher achievement
gains on pretests and post-tests than ( students
learning in conventional ways (Naval Personnel
Research and Development Center, I 975);

t

,Tutorial Format
In the tutorial mode the computer acts as the .

teacher. It teaches the concept, works' towaid
mastery through drill and'practice; tests' conipre-
hension and performance; corrects learning errors;
and retests. Experiments showed that learning



gains were -hitha. fa CAI tutorial students -and
that instructional, times were reduced,,: thereby
making learning more efficient. More material was
_presented Ou-ptigh CAz tutorials than thrOugh
conyeniional.c.Oursts.- ,

Early experiments in CAI at Stanford University,
the University 'of lllin6i (PLATO), and , Brighain-,
young- University (TICCIT), and at many other
schools, colleges, universities throughout the
nation contributed to the current development of

CAI: These experiments; although very expensive;
produced thousands of curriculum materials br
programs that are being usedisuccessTully in many
subject areas and at all grade leveli. Such accom-
plishments have demonstrated CAI's ability to
affect learning' positively at the blassroorn level.
Witl3 the reduction in the cost of hardware and the

\ continual' refmernent of existing curricula, CAI, no
doubt, will be ;aged! more extensively in public
schools.

r



.Effectivthes of CAI
The one quesiion usually asked by educators is

whether or not CAI teaches effectively. It is
reasonable to require that-any innovative, instruc-
fional system meet the crucial test of instructional.
effectiveness. The 'results from _many Years of
careful, research and development in CM are very
positive:- as to its effectiveness as a learning tool.
The following COmmentary", supported by evidence
from sixteen studies, is typical of the.conclusions
reported in the literature:

We have found strong and consistent achievement gains
by students when they are given CAI over a reasonable
faction of a school year .... CAI can be used or
abused .. The Point We Want CO make is that CAI is an
ektrernelSi effective tool and that used.properly it
presents a serious possibilq for the improvement of
education (Fletcher; Suppes, and Jamison; 1972).

Example§ of Other comments on the effective-
.

ness of CAI are as folloW§:
Computer assis3t1 experimental groups demonstrated
signiflcantlyer achievement levels (Ronan, 1971).
There were high correlations betweln -"on-line" rate of
progress anctudent's achievement on standardiied tests

` for CAI in reading (Campbell, 1975):
Fourth arid.. fifth grade CAI students were able to
manage effective'!" their learning in elementary mate-
thatics and to learn faster and retain better than control
groupi(Jacobson and Thompson; 1974).
The rtiosXlconserciative review stated that CAI is

at least as effetti*e as traditional instruction (Naval
. Personnel Research and Development Center,

3

1975). In '1975, Nelson D. Crandall of the Los
Nietos Elementary' School District; Whittier; Cali-
fornia wrote:

In the field of compensatory' education, practitioners
hive been led by a succession of Messiahs who showed
them the way; Each time the promised results did not
materialize; yet the practices lingered for want of

.

something better. As a _result, educators_ have becorne
. - increasingly skeptical of programs claiming success in

raising achievement levels with- children from proverty
background. To the uninitiated, proposing that achieve-

/ pent levels maybe raised i children by having them sit
in front of a computer terminal for fifteen minutes a day
seems ludicrous.'But thd facts are in. Standardized test
scores have soared with children doing drill and practice
on a daily baSiS using CAL

Crandall also reported that the rate of truancy
and tardiness decreased with the implementation
Of CAI, that children made intensive use of the.
,computer terminal before and after school; and
that a; decline in vandalism was noted at school
plants.

The positive reStiltS of CAI research were also
reported by Public Schools in New York, Florida ,
Oklahoma; F.'enrisYlVatirt, Texas, Illinois, New
Mexico; Mississippi; and Washintton (Marken and
Suppes, 1976). Research conducted in 1971=72 in
Montgomery County; Maryland; showed that CAI
students made significantly greater pins in mathe---
-matics than their counterparts did in traditional
classrooms; that it was possible; with computer
assistance, to enlarge geometry classes with no
decrease in achievement; and that teachers who
used were able to spend more time with
indiVidual students (Morgan and Richardson,
1974).

Achievement results were based primarily on
experience with drill and practice uses In reading
and mathematics. These applications have been
Studied more extensively in the research. Other
promising applications now under development
will undoubtedly `be the subject of .furthe
research.



Obstacles
the the Of CAI

The principal obstacles to the widespread use of
CAI in the public schools in the past are believed
o L}lave been the cost and availability of com-
pufers, lack of quality curriculum, and adverse
attitudes toward new technology.

.
Cost and Availability of Computers

Computer assisted instruction has been expen-
sive. The high costs have been due largely to the.'
state of art; which has forced CAI users to rely on
time - sharing from large centralized computers with
priorities in the field of business applications. Such
arrangements have adversely affected the quick
response time necessary for successful interactive

tia that the computer is- so well equipped to
j -prov e. Up until now, large computers have been

very costly, _keeping them out of the reach of
locally landed schoordistricts.

Curriculum Quality
In- the, early days it was difficult to Britt

personnel who were. expert in computer progiam-
piing and cuj-riculum development, both of which
are highly specialized stages of separate dischAir03.
Computer experts, excited about educational appti-
cacions, often demonstrated and sold curriculum
materialS that were regarded by teachers as trivial,
and ineffeotive. Educators who were familiar with
the complex iii-oblems of-learning generally' were
not aware of the capabilities of the computer ing
addressing those 'problems: A number of years of
experimentation, developrnent, and cross-trait-ling

were required to produce programs that were ...,
'sufficiently germane to improve instruction: ..-:

Adverse Attitudes
. , .

Unfortunately; computers and people have been
placed in adversary roles. The rapid development .

of the computer in society has produced a,kind of-
future shock, The gap is large between what
computers can deg, and the layperson's understand-
-ing of how they do it. This gap causes suspicion
and uncertainty that tends to obscure i.people's
vision of the future, Publishers and media people
have capitalized on these fears In writing for
entertainment markets: The resting -fiction has
made good' copy for the publishing industry but
has created a less - than - objective view of the contri-
bution ofthe computer to the problems of society.
Admittedly, new. technology has given rise to new
problems, but those.problems have been disa)rted
and exaggerated in popular folklore

)_The newness of CAI; coutjed will the mystique,
-the. distrirst of anYthing new, and t e early claims
of technologists that computers would replace ..
teachers, raised anxiety levels of eduegtors and
kindled sparks. of resistance., Additionally; the
computer possessexl its Own body of skills and
vocabulary that were not easily assimilated by
already beleaguered instructional staffs. Intro-
duction of CAI in its developmental stages could

2-not compete with other commanding priorities on
the overcrowded agendas of staff deveibpment
meeti9gs, even though the computer offered prom- .

ising resolution to many of the problems oI'
education. Because of these, factors; educators have
failed to infuse the Computer into the. educational
process to the extent that would seem justifiable
by the positive results of effectiveness research.

Significant developments iii the state of instruc-
tion: and in computer technology over the past
decade haV'e softened th4 obstacles and heightened
the probability of acceptance of CAI as a valuable
tool of learning; Stich a trend 'is evidenced by the
phenomenal increases in the use of CM throughout .

California public schools in recent years.
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The Turnaround in
CAI AttOptante and Use

In the past decade educators have become more
.

and more awarq of the usefulness of the computer.
While it has contributed substantially to admini=
strative tasks such as budgeting; .accounting, plan-
ning, scheduling, and evaluation, the computer's
uSefulness has/also been increasing in the fields of
counseling, manageinent of instruction, and in
direct instruction. Evidence of a turnaround in
acceptance .of the computer is provided by a
comparison of recent school district expenditures
for purchase of computers and computer systems
with ,the expenditures for similar equip.snentan'd
systems a decade ago. This change :can he attri- ;
buted to a well-documented shift in the ecOndrnics
of computing; increased sophistication in computer
cuiliculum development; and maturing attitudeS
abotiT fxacticatapplications of thq,compu ter in our
daily lives.

Shifting Economics
The micreprocessing revolution has dramatically

reduced costs of computer hardware. Computer -1

capability that cost about a quarter of a million
dollars ten years ago can be purcha4ed today forti considerably less than $100,000. Terminals that
cost upwards of 52,000 can now be purchased fdr
under '1,000. Today a kit-type; do-it-yourself
i..,omputtr can be purchased for $1;000. One
manufacturer has ,announced a new. eight-user;
time=sliathig _microcomputer system that sells for
less than $4 ;000 without terminals.

While these small rnachines_ may not have suffi-
dent storage to provide individwAlized curriculum
in complex curriculum. strands for whole subject
areas, they do_ have many useful purposes, such as
storage and retrieval of tables for matheihatics and

.`seen 4e classes or simple drill and practice exercises

in spelling. These capabilities portend many prom-
ising developments for the future of education.

The optimum configuration that seems to be
Meeting with success in education _today is the
minicomputer; which has thirtY4wo terminals that
provide drill and practice in elementary reading
and mathematics; Such systems are daily increasing
the students' achievement scores on commonly
used standardized tests: They sell for approxi-
mately $40,000, plus recurring costs for cur-
rieUhiM and maintenance.

Space requirements for computers have also
been reduced substantially. The first computer
required a very large room to contain the many
vacuum tubes that made up its central processing
unit. Today, a minicomputer occupies the same
space that is occupied? by an average site filing
cabinet. A small microcomputer, which serves one

.student at a time and operates on standard house
current, can be located 'on the top of a desk or
lable2of a mathematics, science, or elementary
'school classroom, or can be moved from room to
roan ion a call.

Funding for computers is becoming increasingly
available in education. Districts that have already
purchased computers for business purposes are in, a
good position to provide instructional _services as
long as they are able to identify appropriate uses of
thq, computer in the curriculum, and tbey can
modify ;time-sharing priorities. One California dis-
trict with modest means; which started by instal=
ling a terminal connected to a neighboring college
computer, has grown to the point where it offers
CAI Services to surrounding school districts: An
iritier=city district purchased computers for busi-
rieSS education programs that resulted in the
Placement of their computer science-trained gradu-
ates in a very competitive labor market. This
district hag expanded from vocational training to
providing computer services in CAI to Many other
schools in the district: The United StateS Office_ of
Edu6ation has funded CAI reading and inathez
matics projects in schools that qualify for Enter=
geipcy School Aid Act monies: 'At' least one district
in California today is purchasing microcomputers
from local ,funds for mathematics and science
classes ih all of its secondary schools.



Today, many systems are available that provide
a variety of services to instruction for a variety of
costs. Educators who are considering the purchase
of computer systems should carefully analyze the
potential uses of the computer, plan for inservice
training needed to integrate the computer into the
regular curriculum, and, in the process of shopping,
be aware of such factors as hardware reliability;
response time needed for interactive learning,
software (curriculin. materials) costs, transfer-
ability between computer languages and systems;
and potential costs for maintenance. If these
factors are carefully considered; a cost-effective
computer system can be an important factor in the
improvement of student achievement ,in the
scilools.

Increasing Expertise
The nature of computer programming has re-

quired from the very beginning that learning
materials be prepared in a systematic manner so
that motiatipnal interaction is provided between

- the student and the curriculum; Through many
years of experimentation and research; curriculum
designers and computer programmers have learned
to fuse their''Skills in the production of a superior
product. As a result of the rigorous controls and
procedures imposed during the developmental
stages, such as teacher imput into design and
validation in the classroom setting; CAI has pro-
duced positive effects that are observable in prac-

. tical application.
In pretest and _post-lest .results; CAI students

have gained significantly in the mastery of ele-
mentary reading and mathematics. These gains are
attribulable to advances such as increased ability to
individualize and personalize instruction and
increased student motivation through interaction
between the student and the program.

Individualization presents a task so formidable
that it is almost unattainable-by teachers without
the help of technology. The capability of the
computer to store and retrieve Massive amounts of
data instantaneously is providing up-to-llie-minute
individual data on the performance and progress of
large numbers of students in each detailed strand
of complex curricula. These data are being dis-
played on cathode-ray tube terminals with:\ut

6

delay and are being printed immediately in hard
copy for later review and reference by teachers.

Motivation for learning is greatly enhanced by
CAI, as -any observer in California clasgrooms'can
witness. In some cases it is not unusual for students
to linger at the terminal; to come before school, or
to stay after school and work on the computer drill
and practice lessons. Such intrinsic motivation
sometimes leads to a situation in Which incoming
students exhibit impatienctwith students who do
not want to relinquish the terminal. This phenom-
enon does not taper off after a short period of
novelty, but persists as long as the students work
with CAI over several years. Crandall (1975) haS
given some insights to the reasons for this positive
motivation. He pointed out the value of the
computer in helping externally controlled students
to become more ifiternally controlled individuals.
He stated that, in the education of ethnic minor-
ities, 'CAI helped students to reinforce the notion
that outcomes were linked to their own- per-

formance rather than to some external force.

Changing Attitudes
Experience and research are beginning to dispel

many myths about the computer, such as the
common image of the computer as acold, mindless
machine that threatens to make automatons of the
students and to replace the teachers. The 'testi-
mony of teachers with long experience in the use
Of CAI tends to ocl.scredit such notions and supplies
ample evidegce that an even closer student-teacher
relationship has developed with the help of CAI;
Such developn3ents have become possible because
of careful emphasis on teacher involvement in the
development of programs. Bork (1973) corn=
mented as follows:

My experience shows that really effective materials are
still coming almost entirely from those who are very
much involved in the teaching, process.

The Close student-teacher relationship brought
about by CAI usage has not been accidental; but
has restilted from conscious efforts of CAI devel-
opers to do the following:

1. Combine the specialized skills of curriculum
development and computer programming in
the development of CAI lessons.



2. Develop and field test all materials in the
classroom setting.

3. Systematize the presentation of materials in a
manner that is psychologically sound without
regimenting the student.

4: Conduct personable dialogue with students in
the instructional program:

5. Design instructional programs for branching
and randomizing so that they meet the
individual needs M all strands of the curricula.

6. Handle consistently and 'Unemotionally the.
tedium of basic skills instruction that is based
on sophisticated principles of positive rein-.
forcement.

As experience continues to build up, developers
of CAI. materials axe increasingly recognizing that
teachers must not be replaced by computers.
Falzetta (1973) stated that teachers are needed to
facilitate learning' and to merger the affective and
cognitive domains in a blend that enhances achieve-
ment and performance. One.exPerimenter (Bunder-
son, 1975) acknowledged the deficienCy of CAI in
answering .the needs of the "why" askers, thereby
imAing that such needs must be met by teachers.

ti
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To mitigate the fears of teachers and to focus more
accurately on curriculum 'uses of the computer;
educational agencies should formulate philosophies
and policies that _place the relative roles of teachers
and computers in a more accurate perspective.
Such a -statement might read as follows:

Computer assisted instruction is a:powerful extension of
the teacher: it is a valuable learning 'resource that should
be integrated into the regular flow of instruction rather

.' than be considered as a separate or unique program.

With such a philosophy, educational agencies
could, provide teachers withyneeded assurance of
their importance, while extendbg to them the
promise that-the computer can provide the solu7
ton of some of their most vexing instructional
problems.

. All of)the aforementioned factorsi, coupled with
the rising rate of computer purchases for instruc-
tional uses in California, show that attitudes are
Changing toward the computeL As costs continue
to diminish and knowledge about the effectiveness
of continues, to reach educational, decision
makers; it appears that the trend toward accep-
tance of CAI will continue until its use in ,

education is commonplace.



Instructional
Potential of CAI

Computers are becoming _so small and portable
that they can be brought into the classroom to 4/. the CRT (cathode-ray tube) terminals at the
perform a variety of instructional tasks: With thee command of the student or the teacher.. This
Perfection of the bithble memory, which will technology makes it 'possible to communicate
eliminate the need for electronic tape storage, concepts or sets of relationS that were Only
smaller and, even more powerful computers will be) teachable before through abstract eXplatiationS,
manufactured. This progress, coupled with con- complex narrative, or the use of lekical or-riurner-

, tinual sophistication of the curriculum develop- , ical code methodS on the cOmputer. Through this
ment skills, is. certain to increase the edu"cational develdpment teachers will be able to use new
use of computers in coming years. theories of learning; such as the recently discovered

J( rights' hemispheric development of the brain, inComputer Capacity areas of understanding and knowing; They will also

be too costly; impractical; or even dangerous
without the help of the computer: The computer's
capacity for storage and retrieval of vast amounts
of data in this age of exponential growth of
knowledge is useful in levels of instruction ranging
from direct tutoring to management of instruc-
tional resources.

Computer Graphics
:.The:ifield of computer graphics offers a whole

,/new dimension ,in learning;
are

; graphics;
,Pictures; tables; and- diagrams are being drawn on

Already the computer . has proven to be a
dynamic and interactive teaching instrument;
which is capable of ( I) matching student needs
with curriculum requirements; and (2) prescribing
and presenting individualized and randomized exer-
cises while instantaneously providing teachers with
evaluative data about the progress of. each student
at any stage of the various curriculum strands. At
the college level, teachers are using the computer
tutorially _for remedia_tion and .for-presentation of
their regular_ courses. Many colleg4n_d high school
teachers in California are able to bring, into their

. classrooms today = live experiments; simulations.;
and complex, probleth solving exercises that would

be able to meet head-on the challenge of accommo-
. dating a wider range of learning styles.

Based on the results of current CAI practices, it
is possible to predict with high probability that '

major learning gains will occur in many subject
areas as a result of the use of CAL\Education'S
foremost challenge will be in learning to uSeiAnd to
apply the existing technology. Once teache ana
curriculum -.developers expand tbeir efforts in
developing CAI materials and in mainstreaming
CAI into the regular process of instruction; educa-
tion, like business and industry; will be successful
in making the computer a ,powerful extensionp n of
the human being:

8



How to Obtain
Information on CAI

Educators; can obtain information on CA.1 ;by
conducting manual or computer searches iv the
literatUre. They can also learn about the current
developments and breakthroughs in technology by
reading newspaper and magazine articles on the
subject. However, -these methods are time* con-
suming and may be diffieuq for. the busy public
school teacher and administrator,

,Computer Demonstrations
Demonstrations of computer'systems by vendors

are valuable in ,obtaiping information. Most com-
panies will send a representative to demonstrate
CAI in the office or the classroom by use of a tele-
phone linkup with their, central computer: Often, in
dernonstrations; the uninitiated observers are
mesmerized by the dazzling performance of the
hardware and are unable to assess the value of,the
curriculum content. In spite of some disadvantages,
such demonstrations are a necessary part of the
inforitiation gathering process. Educators should
consult inore than one vendor and explore such
factbrS as the evaulation of programs in instruc-
tional settings, transpOrtability of programs, from
one hardware system to another haraware syStem,
.hardware costs; software costs, and maintenance`
costs;

Other Educators

The potential buyer of CAI will profit from
'discussion with other educatorsprovided that
they have used em in the same way the buyer
intends to use it; that they can produce evidence of
its effectiveness in their instructional program; and

. that their commitment to a particular system is
baSed on its success in the instructional program
and not on other factors.

Valuable assistance may be obtained from full-
time CAI consultants now employed in six Cali-
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fornia ' school districts. Such services are also
available through the offices of four county
superintendents of schools and the California
State Department of Education.

Computer Programthing

Educators do not have to be knowledgeable in
computer science to implement effective CAI
programs. Knowledge of computer science, how-
ever; can be an asset. Once teachers and admini=
strators are exposed to CAI usesin the curricuium,
they will want to explore new uses, which may
require specialized training and experience. Such
training is available through most institutions of
higher education. But teachers should exercise
caution when they dispense with prepared programs
and venture into teacher-made computer pro- r
rams.: Prepared programs generally are validated in
a classroom _setting, and their reliability is well
established. Teachers may embark upon such an
adventure after they have become more familiar
with CM, but they must understand that they will
have to trade off validity for teacher control of
programming at least in the initial stages of
experirnentation.

Teachers must realize that it is imperative to
plan and train thoroughly for CAI just as for any
other curriculum effort. They should be involved-
in the design for integating CAI into their curricu-
lum. Logistics, economics, and evaluation must be
carefully undertaken. If involvement of teaoheis is
sought and used throughc;ut the decision-making
process, a -great deal more assurance is given that
the system will be used as planned.

Shopping for Computers
Shopping for computer systems and CAI can be

a sophisticated btisiness; and educators must con-
duct thorough investigations. Computer experts. are
not necessarily education experts and vice versa;
Computer assisted instruction is a' discipline quite
unique in computer science and in education. If
experienced CAI consultants are used, and if staff
members are involved in decisionmaking, teachers
and administrators will begin to recognize the value
of CAL They will begin to envision even more ways
in which CAI can be used to enhance learning.
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